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ARCHITECTURE is an important aspect in everyone's life. It 

has a direct and indirect application to our everyday experiences. It is 

capable of affecting and molding our behaviors and our actions. In its 

purest form, it provides shelter from the climate and protection from 

other elements, while in the highest form, architecture takes on a new 

meaning. It becomes a human inspiration that is expressed by its 

physical environment. Ultimately, it manifests itself to reach an 

unknown destiny which in turn, affects the course of human nature. 
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Poverty is a global problem; it affects people's lives, and it often 

keeps them from succeeding. People who are poor are usually trapped within 

the cycle of poverty. By being raised in and experiencing a particular 

established environment, individuals find it difficult to break away from 

poverty. They may even discover it to be unnecessary to do so because "the 

culture of poverty involves not just a low income, but indifference, 

alienation, apathy, and irresponsibility" (Dye), and it does not provide the 

opportunities to realize other possibilities. In order to help break the cycle 

of poverty, poor people must interact with other social groups in behavioral 

settings afforded only through designed environments and its architecture. 

The environment where people live, then, becomes an important factor 

in shaping people's lives and behavioral attitudes. Housing, more specificly, 

directly deals with some of the issues related to poverty. It is here where 

most people spend their time learning, growing, and socializing with other 

people. 

In the past, public housing was handled by private organizations in 

England as far back as the fifteenth century. Today, in the United States, 
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most developments for housing are under the control of the federal 

government. Strict procedures and regulations have had direct impact on the 

outcome of these projects. These regulations often have defeated their 

purpose, since the government must make so many compromises. In 

addition, the real problem is seldom solved because of the way public policy 

works. 

Although housing is a basic human need, it is often not adequately 

provided in the open market because too many lending institutions are not 

willing to provide loans to those of low income, regardless of their credit 

rating. The working poor must depend on government assistance to maintain 

a decent standard of living, yet the government also seems to regulate and 

appears to maintain the current high level of poverty. It does little, if any, 

to totally break the cycle of poverty. Perhaps this is why America's public 

housing has received so many negative criticisms. Nonetheless, affordable 

housing must still be provided. 

Therefore, to achieve the ideal goal in establishing a healthy living 

environment for the poor, one that is both physically and psychologically 

beneficial, a concentration on good design must go far beyond the simple 

idea of shelter. In fact, it is now clear that such domestic issues should 
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indeed be left up to the private sector. Consequently, public housing that is 

owned and operated by the private sector instead of government regulated 

agencies is becoming more appropriate. 

The focus of this project will be in San Antonio, because as any other 

major growing city, it has a demand for more housing to be developed. The 

project will entail low and moderate income housing and will mainly 

concentrate on its surroundings, how it interfaces with public and private 

activity spaces. The development will provide opportunities for the poor, 

who would otherwise not be able to afford the amenities and other 

important features which are usually absent from low income enviroments, 

by integrating families with income, social, and cultural differences. A 

unique management within the housing complex should contribute to a more 

successful outcome. This proposal will consider all the important issues 

and will attempt to break the cycle of poverty through strategies such as 

removing the poor from unpleasant environments, discouraging crime 

through defensible space, allowing for opportunities for intermingling 

between different social groups, and providing possibilities for built-ins 

and expandable designs. Architecture then becomes significant when it can 

be used to affect and stimulate the user's behavior and attitudes. 
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The official definition of "low income" or poverty level is anyone 

making less money than necessary to maintain a decent standard of living. 

However this does not consider regional differences, climate, the cost of 

living in a particular area, or the number of individuals in a household. 

Who generally constitutes the poor? 

- elderly 

- children under 18 

- a female household 

- disabled 

- unemployed 

- minorities 

How many are in poverty? 

According to the U.S. Social Security Adminstration, approximately 

3.4 million people in 1984 were considered to be poor and another 40 

million near poor. The Gallup report said that in 1980, the public believed 
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that the "smallest amount of money" needed for a family of four was $250 

per week or $13,000 per year, compared to the official poverty line of 

$8,414 in the same year. Today, the official poverty line is $12,000. 

"Why are the poor poor?" 

The poor are generally unable to make more money due to: 

- low productivity- the human capital either lacks skills, training, 

or education. 

- economic stagnation- a serious recession and widespread 

unemployment. 

- discrimination- still exist as statistics show that white workers 

make more money than other social groups. 

- culture of poverty- it's a "way of life" which is learned by the poor 

"the culture of poverty involves not just a low income, but 

indifference, alienation, apathy and irresponsibility "(Dye). 

- disintegrating family structure- too many single-headed 

households with children. 

- capitalist exploitation- a design to maintain poverty for the 

benefit of the higher class and for social status. 
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Poverty is usually temporary with the exception of the persistently 

poor. For example, "[o]ne who grows up in a low income family is likely to 

remain that way as an adult"(Dye) unless the cycle of poverty is broken. I 

How can the cycle of poverty be broken? 

- being removed from a low income social environment. 

- increasing aspiration for higher education. 

- mixing with other social classes. 

Therefore, in order to help the poor succeed and help them to break 

away from poverty, an emphasis is put on their socialization with other 

cultures and groups of people who are better off than they are. This, as a 

result, does not have a negative impact on individuals on the top end of the 

scale, but it greatly affects those that are unfortunate by allowing them 

some of the privileges not customarily available to them otherwise. 

Removing the poor from their established environment proves to be the 

first step in achieving this goal. Consequently, a better mix for 

socialization and educational goals can be obtained. 



How Housing relates to poverty. 

If poverty can be reduced by removing the poor from a low income 

social environment, then this implies that a poor, unpleasant 

environment contributes to poverty. Therefore, the cycle continues. As 

mentioned before, the culture of poverty is a "way of life which is 

learned by the poor, and this is most often related to their housing 

environment." (Bratt) 

A poor housing development will prohibit good social interaction, 

promote crime in the area, and discourage unity, because of the lack of 

community. The poor are usually set aside and placed in areas remote 

from social groups of higher income status and educational aspirations, 

thus depriving them of equal opportunities. 

In essence the location of a low income housing project should 

take into consideration all the issues which can help the poor be 

exposed to more opportunities. It seems that the past organizations, 

both private and public, have ignored this viewpoint. Today, the 

government continues to operate in the same manner. 



Tenants and Projects 

"Public housing currently provides homes to about 3.5 million 

people, and its 1.2 million units represent less than 1.5 % of the nation's 

housing stock. Public housing projects have often been characterized as 

large dilapidated, old high rises in central cities, inaccessible to public 

services and shopping, occupied mostly by minority, single parent, 

welfare households with many children, who are generally dissatisfied 

with their accomodations." (Bratt) This popular view is fairly accurate. 

Data has been collected by several local housing authorities which 

indicated that on the average most tenants are satisfied with their 

housing environment. However, many do express a dissatisfaction with 

the quaility of life resulting from living in the projects. Studies have 

shown that many residents have suggested ideas for improving 

management; others have expressed a desire for more police protection. 

Those living in projects with less than 200 units have expressed little 

dissatisfaction with their housing. 

"Public housing, overall is not in bad physical shape, but, its 

design, justifiably, has been subject to criticism." (Bratt) The reason 

for this is that the actual building facilities usually meet HUD 



requirements and building codes; however, "the site and design factors 

are one of the most significant variables that contribute to the creating 

troubled projects." (Bratt) 

The location of large projects with the lack of defensible space, 

that is, space under the control and surveillance of the residents, can 

lead to a stagnant environment where no community coherence is 

established. The location must also have access to public services and 

other facilities, and should be convenient to shopping and many of the 

important areas. Since public housing was developed quite late in the 

booming of cities, much of the land was already occupied. In addition, 

when the housing authorities are in search of a location they are often 

pressured by the development cost and therefore result in obtaining the 

cheapest, least desirable locations. Opposition to allow public housing 

to be located in good areas, is often the determinant in picking 

undesirable neighborhoods which are more out of the way. Many 

projects end up located near former city dumps. 



Management also plays an important role in how the quality of 

life affects the residents. Since the 1960's, cited inadequate 

management has produced serious deficiency in public housing. Some of 

the reasons relate to financial mismanagement and insensitive handling 

of relationships with tenants' matters. An organized management 

system that uses the tenants skills and time can provide an immediate 

employment location and provide satisfaction by having a quality 

maintenance on the overall project. 

Racial impacts have not been adequately considered either. 

Although complaints on the actual building facilities are low, the lack 

of social and racial integration is lacking. Busing for school children 

was proposed because studies show that people in a mixed social 

environment score higher in academic performance. By the same token, 

this is why racial integration must occur within the living environment 

as well. Desegragation must be achieved if discrimination is to be 

eliminated. 

The cost as a major influential factor, must be considered in 

order to design good developments without sacrificing the basic user's 

need. The cost of low income should be kept to a minimum to achieve 

10 



and provide a feasible project. By allowing for energy conservative 

alternatives, the cost of operating the facility is also reduced. 

Designing with durable materials may very well present a long lasting 

construction that requires little maintenance cost. Public ownership of 

housing is still not a popular concept, however, this may prove to be a 

possible solution. 

Conclusively, it is obvious that issues of housing have been 

approached from differented angles, yet none seem to be able to 

completely provide a solution to poverty. The real issues dealing with 

the poor is not only affected by their specific dwelling, but by the 

articulation of these units which provide a community in a given 

beneficial location. Management and racial integration, thus, may also 

have an influential potential in breaking the poverty cycle. The cost 

may still remain low but the issue very well addressed. 

11 
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GLOBAL ISSUE 

Poverty is a global issue. Just about every country has some 

degree of poverty stricken people. It is almost impossible, however, to 

totally do away with it, yet many try to alleviate the problem. Housing 

for the poor was first introduced in England as early as the 15th century. 

The church and the private sector were the first to establish facilities to 

aid the poor, the sick and the physically or mentally handicapped. These 

organizations not only established institutions which housed the homeless 

but also provided food for them. 

POLITICAL 

Public welfare has been around for over 400 years in English 

speaking nations. In the United States, early care for the poor closely 

resembled the same patterns established as far back as the Poor Relief 

Act of 1601. These patterns over the years have taken dramatic changes. 

"The strategy of early welfare policy was to discourage poverty by 

providing only minimal assistance, generally in Institutions, to the most 

destitute in society. Heavy reliance was placed on local governments and 

upon private charity." (Dye) This attitude however, drastically 

I 
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disappeared with the wide spread depression in the 1930's. Many had 

hands on and experienced poverty; thus causing many to want to do away 

with the old Elizabethan policy. 

One of the first examples of government intervention was the 

establishment of the Home Owner Loan Corporation in 1933, which 

provided small mortgages at low interest rates. The FHA also granted 

loans for new construction. After the depression, the Social Security Act 

was established in 1935. This provided protection and security for people 

who could no longer work but were forced to retire. Until this time, 

poverty was seen always as someone else's problem, but with the Great 

Depression there was an increased awareness that the misery of poverty 

could happen to anyone. The public altered their views and were 

desperately seeking to protect themselves against such misfortune. 

Another major move by the government was when it estabalished 

the U.S. Housing Authority in 1937. This granted federal aid for slum 

clearance and provided low rent housing projects. In 1950, the FHA 

prohibited any discrimination in housing. By the 60's, there were several 
13 



social programs set up by president John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson, 

to further aid the poor. In 1964, L.B. Johnson declared war on poverty by 

providing job training and establishing the Economic Opportunity Act 

which relied on community action. In 1973, the Operation Head Start was 

reorganized by president Nixon. Just about every president demonstrated 

some major concerns about domestic issues. 

Figure 1 President Reagan reduces the deficit by cutting the budget on domestic issues. 
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Today, it seems that the concept of government intervention is no 

longer the same as it was a few years ago. The Reagan Administration has 

moved to lower the power of the federal government by shifting most of 

the domestic policies to the states. However, in 1982, Reagan established 

the Job Trainingship Act and has provided block grants instead of setting 

certain amounts for a specific issues. 

Presently, the HUD budget has dropped from $35.7 billion in fiscal 

1980 to $14.2 billion in fiscal 1987. There are, nevertheless, long 

waiting lists of families who are seeking federal aid. The figures only 

show that the list of people in need is continually growing. 

Transformation of concerns towards local and state government will have 

a tremendous impact on housing policies. Since new contracts have 

virtually stopped and many demolitions have taken preferrance over 

renovations because of the cost, a new policy must be put together if we 

are to at least maintain the aid for the poor. Many of the cuts have pushed 

building owners to convert their low rent housing units into condominiums 

as the only alternative. 

15 



The Reagan Administration has provided the vouchers program 

which allows the tenants to freely choose their desired location and only 

pay 30% of their income toward rent. Also, the tax credit remains 

significantly at 9 percent anually of the cost of low income units, minus 

the cost of the land , over a 10 year period. It is projected, however, that 

unless drastic steps are taken, "by the year 2003, says the Neighborhood 

Reinvestment Corporation, 7.8 million more units of low-income housing 

will be needed" (Dye). 

In conclusion, the government has taken steps to move away from 

having too much central power and has asked the states to assume many of 

the domestic issues that concern poverty. In fact, a suggestion to have 

private, non profit organizations to take most of the responsibilities 

dealing with these issues has been made to reduce the cost of domestic 

spending. However, these suggestions may prove to be more worthy than 

they seem. If these private organizations do indeed take control, low 

income individuals may come to realize more benefits and priviledges. 

Operating without having to comply with over-bearing governmental rules 

that often defeat their own purpose, tend to provide the flexibility 

needed. 
16 
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Local Level 

On the local level, the operation and regulation of public housing 

is handled in a similar manner as the federal government. It too, must 

abide by federal regulations and is often in need of funds to keep up 

with the high demand of more public housing. 

In San Antonio, the demand for housing is high and the funds are 

low, due to the recent cuts in domestic spending. The San Antonio 

Housing Authority must keep up with and maintain a smooth operation 

on over ten housing projects. The burden is further aggrevated by the 

lack of funds and a greater demand for more developments. 

Other methods of providing a better environment for the poor, 

with good intentions, was placing low income families with highly 

affluent neighborhoods, however, this totally ignored the people in 

these neighborhoods and the attempt was a failure. People in good 

suburban areas were opposing the intrusion of low-income families into 

their neighborhoods, because, with good reason, they felt that such 

events would lower the value of their own homes which they had worked 

17 
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hard to achieved. They also think of low income families "as mainly 

minority problems living on public assistance with difficult teenagers 

who commit most, if not all, of the neighborhood crimes." (Fox) 

Household size 

San Antonio's average number of households have increased 

steadily since the 1960's but dived to 5 people in 1980; this however 

still exceeds the national average. While this still is assumed to be 

higher than the national average, it is predicted that the number will 

decrease with the result of changing lifestyles of having fewer children 

and a higher divorce rate. Therefore housing should reflect these needs. 

Racial / Ethnic trends 

The population of racial-ethnic groups in San Antonio has made a 

sharp inclination since the mid 1950's. From 1950 to 1970, alone, it 

was estimated that more than 200,000 Hispanics became residents of 

San Antonio. Today the population of Hispanics is well of 50% and it is 

growing at a fast rate. This group is mostly located in the central, 

west and south sections of the city. 
18 



Racial/ethinic trends 
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Figure 2 San Antonio's racial and ethnic trends 
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Urban Fabric 

Presently, San Antonio's land acquisition for building has slowed 

down some because of the downfall in the economy. The existing land 

use pattern, however has been the result of economic and political 

factors. The largest determinant of land use is the exploitation of the 

private residential market. Most of the land within the loop is fairly 

well occupied. Now, the majority of house building has been located on 

the outside of the loop extending itself to the city's outskirts. The 

reason for this is because developers find it more economical to 

purchase land outside the city limits. However, much of this 

development is out of the question for low-income families. 

Because of this outward migration, San Antonio's Central Business 

District is greatly affected as some of downtown experiences 

deterioration and a decline in retail business. As a result, fewer job 

opportunities are available. Nevertheless, urban renewals and 

revitilization of existing areas, along with a newly, under construction 

20 
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Figure 3 Urban fabric: land use 21 



mall in downtown, can definitely give the Central Business District a 

chance to succeed. 

Therefore, if these issues are considered important, so is the 

market for making projects like these be viable. Housing in downtown 

could benefit and stimulate activity in downtown while the residents 

take advantage of the proximity to shopping and transportational means. 

Housing Trends 

100 

HOUSING 

multifamily 
single family 

u T — I — I — I — I — I — 1 — I — I — I — I — I — r 
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 

year 

Figure 4 Housing trends 
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Housing 

The current market indicates that there is an increase demand for 

housing that has smaller units but a greater density. The changing 

lifestyles and a high divorce rate has attributed to this trend. 

Concurrently, the rising cost of housing in San Antonio has put a limit 

on sizes of dwellings without sacrificing the basic user's need. 

Therefore, to remove the poor from a bad environment and to not 

place them where there might be opposition, should almost leave no 

solution. However, relocating the low income where there could be the 

best interaction between social status is evident to be in the area close 

by downtown. Here, there is little opposition from neighborhoods and 

most importantly this will also work since a mix of income level 

housing is proposed. To conclude, many who work in downtown may 

desire a nice, urban home close-by, where retailers may benefit from 

this development. Land is scarcely available in downtown but few areas 

are still vacant which have adjacent public spaces that can contribute 

to a more interesting development. 

23 
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Just when architects, sponsors, and local officials have come to 

realize the major problem with housing and are demonstrating ways to 

make public assisted housing more responsive to the issues, the 

assistance for low and moderate income housing is being phased out by the 

federal government. There are a significant number of projects that need 

renovation and are requiring rehabilitation. However, many are condemned 

as it is proven to be more economical to demolish the old housing projects 

than to improve them. A recent proposal suggested turning much of the 

housing over to private interest so that they would have little or no 

provisions for the tenants. In the long run this would benefit the 

residents. 

As federal support is fading away, a demand for new ways of 

developing housing must be sought. The issue could be handled "with state 

or local support or through devices that break through economic obstacles 

foi- private and nonprofit developers." (Woodbridge) In fact, a combination 

of public and private may be an attractive solution. 

24 



Critique on Existing Conditions. 

While other case studies focus on their successes, this one zeros in 

on the specific problems of an exisiting housing development. There are 

several low income housing projects in San Antonio. But a concentration 

on the Apache Courts and the Alazan will be a fairly well representational 

critique of all the other projects. These two were chosen because of their 

closeness to each other and their proximity to public spaces and to 

downtown San Antonio. The location is in a barrio on the westside of the 

city which has mixed zoning in its surrounding. Much of it, which is 

typical, is comprised of single family dwellings. Besides residential 

areas, the surrounding parts are scattered with industrial plants and 

commercial strips along major throughfares. 

These projects are no doubt in need of repair and development. 

Several steps have already been initiated by the San Antonio Housing 

Authority. Yet, these improvements are minimal. Painted murals on walls 

of the building units were some of the suggestions made, which have been 

received with mix emotions. Some who have visited the site or seen 

25 



pictures are overwhelmed and believe the effort to be successful, yet 

others insist that to solve the problem, one must go beyond cosmetics. 

These murals tend to have a negative impact on the people living in close 

proximity. They also tend to degrade the tenants' perceptual image of 

themselves, because the paintings depict the constant struggle of their 

culture. 
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The existing conditions of the structure are rated poor and its 

appearance is not attractive. The total environment is stagnated and is 

perceived as unwelcome. The site development has virtually no 

consideration to the users. 

The buildings are typical barrack type with flat roofs and minimum 

amenities. These barrack type units are located in rows with no 

centralized core for a community center, laundromat, or playground 

facilities for children. This allows for no social interaction between the 

residents. No landscape features exist except where some tenants have 

set up their own gardens. Poor layout of the entire site reduces the 

capability of maintaining a private outdoor space. Parking is also a major 

Figure 6 Typical barrack type of structure. 
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problem. Ironically, one would think the low-income family would not 

own a vehicle, but on the contrary, several broken down vehicles can be 

seen parked along a narrow one car width alley. 

Since materials used seem to be of poor taste and temporary in 

appearance, it is easy to see why many are inclined to vandalize their 

environment. As a result, the cycle continues, and a poor attitude toward 

the place and a lack of self-improvement tends to reflect in their 

bahavior. 

Figure 7 Typical poor environment of the area. 
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A sion of the times 

The project is in Somerset Parkside, San Francisco, California 

designed by Vader Ryn, Calthorpe of Metthews architects and the client 

was Capital Area Development Authority. This housing project is 

particularly interesting because it takes a different approach to the idea 

of housing. In fact, it is a mixed-use development. It is quite successful in 

responding to the urban design setting and energy conservation 

considerations. 

This project was "designed to express the interdependency and 

variety of vital urban neighborhoods as well as to serve those for whom 

new housing is generally not affordable." (Woodbridge) In order to make 

this possible, an application for a state subsidy under Assembly Bill 333 

was initiated with funds for both cooperative and rental housing. The 

strategy was to incorporate a mix of condominiums and subsidized rental 

housing in a flat, city block, about 2.5 acres square. The program called 

for 107 units with 26 low-income subsidized 2 and 3 bedroom units, 

condomimiun townhouses, and apartments, including some retail space. 
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Along with this, a community center was proposed which included a 

day-care center and laundromat within the interior of the development. 

Energy conservation features are worked into the entire 

development to give optimum potential for reducing unnecessary and 

wasted energy. This is successfully accomplished by carefully 

articulating building forms and by staggering the height of the building to 

permit winter sun into each unit. The site is essentially divided into three 

parts. On the north side, three and a half story buildings are situated to 

relate to the nearby state office building. Two-story townhouses are 

located in the middle as a transition, and the apartment structures on the 

south are designed to be compatible with the houses across the street. 

The architect managed to reduce the cost per unit by achieving a 

high density complex and by using below minimum property standards as 

set forth by HUD. The one-bedroom starts at 584 square feet, 

two-bedroom at 684 square feet. He also introduced an innovative unit, 

the "mingle", where two master bedroom suites with private baths share 

the same living-dining and kitchen spaces. 

Although the result may seem impossible, the site is still 51 

percent open space. The major materials used were stucco and plaster 
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Figure 9 Exterior views of the housing community showing courtyards and retail spaces. 
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interiors. The total cost of the project totaled up to be $ 1,145,988 

including site work, landscaping and interrior finish. The structural 

system used was simple wood frame construction with spread footings 

and truss floor joist. A heat pump provided for both heating and cooling 

serving as the major mechanical system. 

A variety of landscaped features are used to provide areas for 

children as well as for adults. These are tied together by trees which 

define an open space with a water element. Buffered from unwanted noise 

and traffic, the block's interior serves as a shelter for ambience sought 

after by families with children. "Consultant Clare Cooper-Marcuss's 

research on housing preferences shows that people want a homelike 

image, privacy, community identity, and ease of child-rearing." 

(Woodbridge) This is, however, not surprising since it reflects the 

traditional goals af American housing. The task in this project 

nevertheless was to change the character of the suburban to an urban 

setting. 
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Overcoming HUD 

In this particular study, the housing project was working under, and 

abiding by set government regulations. This project deals with elderly 

housing, however, the basic concept of manipulating and creatively 

working around HUD was a successfully undertaken task. It seems simple 

yet it exceeds the program's limit. The project is the Plymouth Place 

located in Stockton, California. The architects, Mutlow Dimster 

Partnership from Los Angeles, were awarded the project by the 

Retirement Housing Foundation. 

While the architect had to operate under strict codes set by HUD in 

this five-story, 65 unit slab shaped structure, he managed to give 

character to the building by simply using color as the major key element 

in his success. Using different shades of terra cotta and placing them in 

an attractive pattern reduced the cost. Otherwise, he would have had to 

articulate the building forms to achieve the same concept. Simple 
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Figure 10 Facade using differnt color of terra cotta as an inexpensive design element. 

balcony railings were used out of spaced steel bars as opposed to solid 

panels. Canopies act as shelters from rain located on the entrance. These 

are more for aesthetic reasons, but a note should be made that after 

compromising so much, at least one of the items needs to be designed 

that actually goes beyond the criteria for the users needs. In fact, the 

major consideration the architect responded to was having windows 

positioned so that elders could have a view from their beds, as it is 

typical that they usually rest more than the younger people. 
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The site is on a corner adjacent to an existing housing project 

approximately 20,400 sq-ft. The structural system is basically made 

from lightweight concrete slabs and steel framing construction . Each 

individual unit has their own connection to a central hot and cold water 

piping system. The entire cost of the project was $2,865,000. 

Therefore, it is possible to work around the government, yet the 

opportunities are still minimal. This idea of applying a concept which 

reduces the cost can still be used in any low-income project. 
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Community of Differences 

This particular project is also unique in that a new housing 

development was interwoven among other existing buildings. The 

University Avenue Cooperative Homes is located in Berkley, California 

which is a non-profit organization, formed to develop this specific 

site. The client had one major requirement and that was to not convey 

the stereotypical image of public housing. The other two requirements 

were to make housing affordable and presumably government assisted. 

The fact that this project was to be among other structures from various 

times, reflecting different aspirations and living styles, had to be most 

carefully studied and analyzed to insure that such a project was feasible 

according to the economic market analysis. 

:M 

The entire process of official approvals, funding and plain economic 

viatality were to work together in harmony to make this project possible. 

Every instance when the project seemed impossible, alternatives and cost 
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cutting procedures were implemented. University Avenue Cooperative 

Homes however realized, that the cost cutting had to be done "without 

sacrificing fundamental amenities or comprimising the dignity of those 

who would live there." (Woodbridge) 

The city finally purchased the land and leased it to UAH. A 

residential, qualified by income level, owned a cooperative and received 

rent subsidy through HUD section 8 program. The mortgage plan was 

provided by the California Housing Finance Agency. The success of this 

project has had great outcomes for the residents. In fact, if in reality, 

low income housing as a category evokes an image that is stereotypical, 

this project easily breaks the notion. Among other areas, this project 

provides and actually fosters a diversity in lifestyle, age groups and 

appears well mixed within the development. "Mixing appears to be 

invitational or casual rather than forced by spacial circumstance." 

(Woodbridge) Also, it is evident that the architect had some thoughtful 

planning process because the articulation of public and private spaces are 

creative and in a variety of patterns. Instead of having one large open 

space to be shared by all, he successfully provided personal spaces with 
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Figure 11 Plans and exterior perspectives showing the inten/veaving of existing and new. 
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turn benefit the entire community. The buildings were completed in 

phases as to allow residents to move in while other structures were 

being built to assist in the financial process. 

The site is two and a half acre parcels on a city block which had 

five existing houses and a small apartment building which were retained. 

The program called for: 47 units of one to three bedrooms, 33 units in 

new construction, and 14 units in remodeled building. The structural 

system were basically concrete slab on grade and wood frame 

construction. The major materials used were stucco for the exterior and 

gypsum board for the interior. Mechanical systems provided, made use of 

gas forced air for individual units. The total cost of the project, 

including site work and landscaping turned out to be $2,655,558 in 1982. 

Ill 
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Therefore, the need for improved housing for the poor must take on 

a new approach. Since the federal government no longer wants the 

responsibility of establishing low imcome housing, the private sector is a 

possible alternative. The private sector is capable of providing healthy 

living environments at a low cost without sacraficing good designs. 

Furthermore, a combination of non-profit organizations to build the 

housing, and local public agencies to develop the surrounding area may 

prove to be an attractive solution, by benefitting from each other. 

In fact, in San Antonio a private organization may not be able to 

afford the amenities such as recreational spaces or community buildings, 

yet with the assistance of public funds this may encourage private 

developers to build. At the same time, public land must be taken care of, 

and this could easily be accomplished by having in-house servicemen or a 

maintenance crew who swap part of their work for the cost of rent. 

Subsequently, management then contributes to an effective operation in 

maintaining the grounds and becomes an important role in a sucessful 

project. A strong community is then established as many feel a claim for 

their housing development to be a part of their own. 
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GOALS: 

- to help break the cycle of proverty or the "culture of poverty". 

- to help the disadvantaged climb the social and economic ladder. 

- to give self-worth to the poor. 

- to improve behavioral attitudes; indifference, alienation, apathy, 

and irresponsibility. 

- to increase educational aspirations by allowing intermingling of 

cultural and social groups without discrimination against race, 

color, or creed. 

- to remove the negative image of public housing. 

OBJECTIVES: 

- to plan more residential development in downtown San Antonio. 

- to design a development of both private and public spaces within 

the core of the city. 

- to have an environment that is pleasant and enjoyable to live in. 
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- to provide private outdoor spaces. 

- to reduce the fear of crime and vandalism by providing maximum 

security and defensible spaces. 

- to provide public spaces for interaction among all ages and social 

groups. 

- to design housing that looks attractive, middle class with an 

initial low and life-cycle cost by using durable materials. 

- to provide affordable housing without sacrificing good design. 

- to continue the distinctive character of the downtown riverwalk, 

but in a more of a residential atmosphere. 

- to preserve the unique architectural language of the environment. 

- to frame and retain special views of the city's skyline. 

Therefore, to achieve these goals, a thorough study of the 

background and case studies must be considered. To make sure the proper 

location is selected and to insure that the environmental context of the 

area can actually benefit this project, a further study must be made on 

issues concerning the biological, cultural, and psychological. 
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To achieve the goals stated, an analysis on human behavior and 

activities are studied to understand the patterns of living and to 

realize what is needed. These activity patterns will generate spaces 

that can satisfy the user's needs. 

SOCIALIZATION 

The primary activity focused for this entire project is the 

socialization of people. Generally, people living together tend to 

become close and seek to promote these associations by forming a 

known community. Whether or not this is adequately formed is not the 

question; how they come to do this is the significant aspect. By 

getting to know the neighbors and having a degree of organization, the 

process then simultaneously grows to include every member of the 

community. A strong management can insure a close knit tie between 

the residents, by sponsoring and organizing special events such as 

sports and games, exhibits, or committees for action. Therefore, such 

activities would require a form of a community center. 
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PROMENADING 

For older children, teenagers or adults, activities after work or 

school can be quite an experience. People tend to gather and socialize, 

especially teenagers, regardless of the spaces available, yet these 

spaces can influence the behavior of the individuals by the character 

and location. Therefore to allow for good social interaction without 

encouraging any mischieve, crime, or vandalism, spaces need to be well 

defined, clean, and exciting to be in. These spaces need not to be so 

steriled that people would not actually use the spaces to their fullest 

potential, but rather they should have emphasis on mingling for 

promoting the idea of relationships. A ballroom within the community 

center or a main outdoor gathering space can also become an effective 

social net for promenading. Not to mention, the river can become the 

major feature for establishing a promenade in which people can use it 

as their main pedestrian access. 
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LEISURE RECREATION 

For the most part, relaxation within the community can be 

quite rewarding. Resting by the pool or seating on a bench can be 

almost certain to strike up a conversation with a by-passer, or one 

interested in relaxing also. The concept of spending one's time in 

leisure pleasure is not far removed from the idea of meditation or a 

peaceful kind of enjoyment. People are different so they relax in 

different ways, too. Some wish to sit on a bench, while others feel 

that a casual walk around the neighborhood is more enjoyable. 

Regardless of who is doing the relaxing, real choices for a leisure 

recreation should be maximized. In essence, leisure recreation can 

occur almost anywhere depending on the individual, yet opportunities 

for doing so can be enhanced by providing areas that actually encourage 

people to use the space to relax. 
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PLAY RECREATION 

Another main way of relaxing is through physical play. Both 

children and adults need to exercise their bodies to maintain a good 

condition. Children are almost constantly playing. Whether it be board 

games or physical play, they need adequate spaces to allow for these 

activities to take place. For example, small children instead of playing 

with dirt near the streets, can easily be provided with an area that is 

safe including sand boxes and play equipment within the core of the 

community. Older children need other spaces for their ball games or 

other playing activities. Adults too, require certain spaces for playing. 

These activities may occur in facilties or may take place in larger 

outdoor areas. Tennis, basketball, volleyball are among some of the 

outdoor activities that can take place within the community. 

Racquetball, or card games can be acommodated indoors. Swimming can 

also provide excellent opportunities for meeting people. So to have 

these activities, a need for certain spaces must be provided which can 

contribute to the goals being sought. 
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CHILD CARE 

In addition to play and relaxation, most people hold jobs that 

can keep them from their children for a period of time during the day. 

Children of school age can be attending school during these hours, but 

the very young, preschoolers of those of low income, are often left to 

the care of friends or relatives which seldom provide the adequate 

supervision or for that matter, an appropriate environment by which 

the child can enjoy. Therefore, to provide a natural setting for 

children, one that is not overbearing or forced, and an environment 

enjoyable for both the children and their care-takers, a daycare center 

is suggested. This, again, can provide a fundamental place for 

socialization. 
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LAUNDRY 

Since some activities are more desirable that others, less 

emphasis is often given to these spaces, such as the laundry room. 

Yet, this space can easily be transformed into effective social 

interaction areas for those needing to use the facility. Doing laundry 

does not deserve less attention. The activity is one that is most 

common among all the residents. They all need to have clean clothes to 

wear. Therefore all the tenants have a common ground on which to 

stand, thus, an encouragement to be social is readily obtained without 

the fear of inferiority. 
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OFFICE MANAGEMENT 

The operation and care of the community frequently depends on 

the capability of the adminstrative staff. If the office management 

sets rules by which the residents must abide , it can be of great help. 

Moreover, having these rules enforced by the residents themselves can 

determine the differences between a success or a failure. Most often 

the lack of proper management can contribute to a problemed housing 

project. Therefore, to promote community pride, residents should be 

allow to take on some resposibility in managing their environment. By 

the same token, problems arising between the tenants and the 

management can be relieved by this personal involvement. Evidently, a 

two part organization should occur within the system. One is a private, 

for the top manager. The other is for the residents to help out in the 

operation of the housing community. 
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PUBLIC SPACES 

gathering COMMUNITY CENTER 

child supervising DAYCARE CENTER 

washing clothes LAUNDRY 

playing RECREATION 

relaxing LEISURE RECREATION 

resting PUBUC RESTROOMS 

managing & adminstrating OFFICES 

mail delivering & receiving MAIL BOX AREA 

delivering & receiving supplies .... SERVICE AREA 

- landscaping and planting GARDEN AREAS 

supplying utilities MECHANICAL 
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LIVING UNITS 

sleeping BEDROOM 

food preparation KITCHEN 

eating DINING 

relaxing LIVING ROOM 

showering BATHROOM 

storing STORAGE & CLOSET 

movement CIRCULATON 
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SPACE SUMMARY 

The sizes are the minimum allowed by HUD and the number of units 

are based upon the availability of land. The ratio between different types of 

units is reflected by the need to balance the occupancy and to insure a good 

mixture of low and moderate without having the low income dominating. 

l iving units 

A - 2 occupants 

B - 4 occupants 

C - 6 occupants 

D - 8 occupants 

50 units 

50 " 

30 " 

20 " 

approx. 600 

800 

1000 " 

1200 " 

sq. ft. 

This units may include any or all of the following: 

bedroom 

living room 

kitchen 

dining 

bath 

storage 

circulation 

185 

144 

80 

100 

40 

58 

81 

sq. ft. 
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Public Spaces 

laundry room 

adminstration office 

community center 

day care center 

Outdoor Spaces 

parking 

recreation 

play areas 

leisure 

mailboxes 

service areas 

garden areas 

Total projects square footage 

mechanical @ 2% 

sq. ft. 

700 

500 

1500 

800 

300 

1000 

1000 

200 

1800 

3000 

127,200 

2544 

n 

II 

n 

11 

sq. ft. 

/ car 

n 

ri 

II 

If 

H 

sq. ft. 
H 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for living units 

master bedroom 185 sq. ft. 

description: private area used for sleeping, relaxing, dressing 
should be warm and and cosy with carpeted floors, 

furnishings: - bed a king size bed 6'-7" x 8'-6" 
- chair a small sitting bench or chair 
- dresser chest are about 4'-0" x 2'-0" 
- shelves wall hung or freestanding to 

store small items 

required volumetric dimensions 8'-0" ht ceiling 

ventilation natural, cross air movement with windows 

lighting as much to be natural but should provide artificial 
lighting that is energy efficient and provide 

at least 60 footcandles. 

HVAC 

ut i l i t ies 

should provide comfortable temperatures 

provide all neccessary outlets for use of radios, 
lamps, and other electrical applainces. 

fire protection see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for living units 

living room 144 sq. ft. 

description: This space is not very private. It is used as a common 
gathering space for the family. 

furnishings: sofa 
chairs 
tables 
shelves 

required volumetric dimensions 

a sofa about 7'-0" long 
at least 2 sitting areas 
small coffee table 
wall hung or freestanding 

8'-0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

ut i l i t ies 

fire protection 

natural, cross air movement 

most to be natural, but artificial lighting 
to provide at least 100 footcandles 

should provide comfortable temperature 
levels between 68° and 72° 

enough electrical outlets to be provided 
for lamps, stereos and a television set. 

see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for living units 

dining room 100 sq. ft. 

description: This space should be in close proximity to the kitchen 
and should be constructed out of durable materials. Vinyl 
flooring is suggested. 

furnishings: stools 4 stools may be used . 
chairs 4 chairs can be used instead, 
table 1 table large enough for 4 
shelves may be used as a china cabinet 

required volumetric dimensions 8'-0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

natural ventilation is preferred. 

may be natural or artificial at 80 footcandles. 

system to provide comfortable temperatures 
between 68° and 72°. 

ut i l i t ies 

fire protection 

provide at least one electrical outlet, 

see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for living units 

kitchen 80 sq. ft. 

description: This space is used for cooking, preparing and serving 
food. 

furnishings: - stools may be used in combination with 
counter top instead of having a 
separate dining room. 

- table a countertop area 
- shelves for storage along with cabinets 
- appliances major appliances include a stove, 

refrigerator 

required volumetric dimensions 8'-0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

ut i l i t ies 

fire protection 

natural and forced air circulation required. 

100 footcandles required 

to maintain comfortable temperature levels 

provide several outlets for ovens, mixers, etc. 

smoke alarm installation, see building codes. 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for living units 

bathroom 40 sq.ft. 

description: should be made of durable materials and should be easy 
to maintain and kept cleaned, 

furnishings - built-in vanity cabinet 2'-0" x 3'-0" 

fixtures sink, commode, and bath tub 

shelves medicine cabinet 

required volumetric dimensions 8'-0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

utilities 

fire protection 

ventilation required by use of a window 

both natural and artficial lighting can be used 
providing at least 70 footcandles. 

mechanical system to maintain temperatures 
between 68° and 72° and should modify and 
control the humidity. 

wall outlets to be provided for the use of hair 
dryers, curlers and other small applainces. 
see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for living units 

entry 25 sq. ft. 

description: This entry space is like a vestibule to act as a shelter 
and a transition point between the exterior and the interior. 

furnishings: bench a built-in sitting area 

shelves built-in for storing things 

required volumetric dimensions 8'0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation none required because of its location 

lighting should provide at least 40 footcandles 

HVAC none required 

ut i l i t ies none required 

fire protection see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for living units 

hall space 56 sq. ft. 

description: This space should be of durable materials since it is 
the most frequent used space. 

furnishings: built-ins sitting areas may be used 

shelves some narrow wall- hunged 

required volumetric dimensions 8'-0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

no natural ventilation required 

minimum of 60 footcandles required 

same as other rooms 

ut i l i t ies 

fire protection 

some outlets will be necessary 

see building codes for exits also 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for living units 

closet a. sq. ft. 

description: small finished out space for storing clothes, shoes, and 
other neccessities. 

furnishings: - shelves provide a shelf and rod 

required volumetric dimensions 8"-0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

ut i l i t ies 

fire protection 

none required 

incandescent light bulb providing enough light 

none required 

see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for living units 

storage 50 sq. ft. 

description: Just a shell enclosure is adequate does not require to 
be finished out. 

furnishings: no major furnishing required. 
- shelves rough cut finish 

required volumetric dimensions 7'-0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

ut i l i t ies 

fire protection 

no ventilation required except only an air vent 
of about 6" x 12". 

no natural lighting required, a 40 footcandle 
light source is appropriate. 

none required 

provide at least one 220 volt outlet 

see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for public facilities 

communitv center 1500 sq. ft. 

description: This space should provide a large open area for 
entertainment as should be of durable materials for a longer 
wear. The space should provide enough doors for an ease for 
circulation. 

furnishings: chairs 

- shelves 

- tables 

required volumetric dimensions 

at least 12 seating areas should 
be provided for conversation 
may be built-in or free standing 
to store various items 
should seat up to at least 12 
people for dining or other 
activity. 

varies ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

ut i l i t ies 

natural and by mechanical means 

should be provided to produce 100 f.c. 

system should maintain comfortable 
temperatures at 68° to 72° 

several electrical outlets are required 

fire protection see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for outdoor spaces 

recreation -leisure 500 sq. ft. 

description: This area is primarily aimed for relaxation by 
providing areas that are quite and peaceful. Appropriate 
landscaping can contribute to this type of atmosphere. 

furnishings: 

built-ins 

benches 

lawn chairs 

tables 

Terraces, level changes or other natural land 
feature. 
seating areas on different locations to allow 
for socialization among residents. 
isolated seating areas for private, peaceful 
enjoyment. 
areas for picniking and for various uses by 
the residents. 

required volumetric dimensions some areas may be covered 

lighting this areas should be lighted for night time use and for 
security purposes, 

ut i l i t ies electrical outlets for various uses 

security gates and well defined boundaries for security 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for outdoor spaces 

recreation -plav 1000 sq. ft. 

description: To be landscape for its specific needs whether the 
spaces are for children or for adults. All play equipment 
should be consider safe for the children. 

furnishings: 

benches 

- equipment 

built-ins playing equipment and various courts 
for ball games to be of durable 
materials. 
seating areas should be provided for 
watching game activities, 
outdoor playing equipment such as 
slides, monkey bars and swings for 
children, basketball courts and tennis 

- tables for various table game activity such as 
ping pong, 

lighting outdoor spaces to be well lighted by providing powerful 
luminaires that do not consume too much energy. 

ut i l i t ies several electrical outlets to be provided primarily for 
the use of maintenance work. 

security provide gates and well defined boundaries for security 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for public facilities 

davcare room 800 sq.ft. 

description: This space should be designed with emphasis to little 
children. The spaces to be scaled to their needs and should be 
constructed out of durable materials for longer lasting wear. 

furnishings: built-ins 

chairs 

- shelves 

tables 

include playing equipment and 
other neccessities 
small chairs for the children and 
the adults. 
to be used by children to store 
their toys and other things 
several to provide layout areas 

required volumetric dimensions 8'-0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

utilities 

fire protection 

natural ventilation is appropriate 

can be both natural and artificial at 100 f.c. 

system to provide comfortable temperatures 

several electrical outlets are required 

see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for public facilities 

laundrv room 700 sq.ft. 

description: This space to be a large open space for washing, drying, 
and folding clothes. This space should also be adjacent a T.V. 
lounge a leisure space. Materials should be very durable and 
easily maintainable. 

furnishings: built-in 
fixture 
shelves 
appliances 

required volumetric dimensions 

tables or countertops 
at least one sink 
may be useful in sorting clothes 
commercial washers and dryers 

lO'-O" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

utilities 

fire protection 

both natural and forced air is required 

both natural and artificial is needed, 100 f.c. 

system to provide comfortable temperatures 

heavy duty and convenient outlets required 

sprinkling system, see building codes 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for public facilities 

o f f i c e 500 sq. ft. 
description: Office space should be located within the core of the 

housing development to insure that all units are of the same 
distance apart. The spaces are for the administrators and 
staff, therefore, should have an authoritive image. 

furnishings: - built-in countertops and other fixed furnishings 

- chairs several desks type chairs are required 
for the employees. 

- shelves appropriate storage spaces are 
required for keeping records are books. 

- desk at least 3 to 4 desks are needed for the 
office employees, 

required volumetric dimensions 8'-0" ceiling ht. 

ventilation 

lighting 

HVAC 

ut i l i t ies 

mechanical and natural ventilation is appropriate 

every desk area should have at least 60 f.c. 

mechanical system is required to maintain 
comfortable temperatures 

at least one electrical outlet for every 10 feet of 
wall space, 

fire protection in accordance to building codes. 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for outdoor spaces 

parking area 300 sq. ft. per car 

description: This area should not be neglected. It should be 
incorporated into the site just as the buildings are. This 
space should also be convenient to the dwelling units. 

furnishings: 

- light poles 

- covered porch 

- signs 

required volumetric dimension 

should be provided for safety and 
security. 
some covered areas may be 
needed for car protection at a 
cost. 
directions and information should 

some areas may be covered 

lighting 

ut i l i t ies 

security 

At least 1 footcandle per sq. ft. is needed, 
high sodium luminaires are suggested. 

some electrical outlets are required. 

gates and defined boundaries are needed. 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for outdoor spaces 

mailbox area 200 sq. ft. 

description: This area could be exposed to the exterior but should 
at least have a covering roof to protect against the weather. 
This space should also be in the core of the development so 
that everyone has equal access. 

furnishings:- built-ins 

benches 

lockers 

mailboxes should be of durable 
materials 
seating area in close proximity is 
appropriate. 
large mailboxes, or for storing 
temporary materials or equipment. 

required volumetric dimensions 7'-0" ceiling ht. 

lighting 

ut i l i t ies 
security 

fire protection 

well lit outdoor area should have 
atleast 50 footcandles. 
no major electrical outlets required 
space should be oriented so that 
everyone has a view of the area. 

should be able to resist fire for at 
least one hour to preserve important 
documents and letters. 
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DETAIL SPACE LIST 
for outdoor spaces 

mechanical 2 % of total sq. ft. 

description: This space is primarily for mechanical equipment. It 
does not neccessarily need to be all in one space. It should be 
easily be accessible. 

furnishings: 

- equipment electrical, mechanical, and 
plumbing. 

required volumetric dimensions varies 

lighting 

uti l i t ies 

security 

some lighting is needed for 
making repairs or maintenance 

outlets are needed 

safety is a top priority 
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San Antonio 

Figure 18 The Alamo named "San Antonio Valero" 

In 1718, San Antonio was founded by the viceroy of Spain who 

desired to have a midway post between the East Texas Missions and the 

Spanish Presidio of Northern Mexico. The city was named "San Antonio de 

Bejar" after the royal Presidio. The Alamo, named "San Antonio Valero," 

was one of the many missions that were soon to be founded in the area. 
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Expansion and prosperity made a sharp decline following the 

secularization of 1793 and the Spanish religious and political influences 

were warned against. However a fresh new growth came to the 

community when Stephen F. Austin brought a new colony of 

Anglo-American immigrants in the years 1821 to 1836. A period of 

revolution and declaration of independence, such as battles of the Alalmo, 

gave San Antonio a new ruler of a republic form of Texas until 1845. This 

state was annexed to the United States in the same year. Soon new 

prosperity came to the city after the civil war. 

San Antonio has had a proud and interesting history. The city 

became the center of a cattle empire in Texas. Such cattle trails to 

Kansas flourished, and trade was big business especially in hides, wool 

and other supplies. With the introduction of the railroad, new industries 

boomed in the city and a few great military establishments were settled. 

Oil was then discovered nearby and once again industry grew even larger. 

Today it is the regional center for South Central Texas which provides 

oil, cattle, agriculture and industry for its economic stability. With 

innovative building structures, along with the Tower of Americas, San 

Antonio maintains its unique picturesque charm of the old world with 
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the modern city as the riverwalk 

wind through the city besides old 

adobe structures built over 200 

years ago. With the country's top 

ten largest city. Along with its 

rapid growth, San Antonio is 

emerging as an international 

center for education, research, 

medicine and advance technology. 

Its convienient geographic 

location, diverse culture and 

ethnic heritage and its quality of 

life in San Antonio makes it a 

unique distinctive city. 

Figure 19 Today's growing city of San Antonio 
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iOTE SELE©TD©i 

EVALUATION OF CRITERIA 

Site selection was done in accordance to the following 

requirements: (used Public Housing Developement handbook Criteria for 

Site Selection Sect. 5-2 as a guide.) 

A. In accordance to HUD. 

B. Suitability relative to services and facilities. 

C. With local government approval. 

D. Density 

1. size and characteristics of the population that will occupy 

the project. 

2. scatter sites preclude high concentration. 

3. evaluation of the surrounding neighborhood. 

4. privacy through design features and consideration of 

recreational facilities. 

5. selection of building or structure or type. 

E. Physical characteristics 

1. no site shall exceed a grade of 10% because of high 
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development and management cost. 

2. feasibility of project reagarding soil suitability that 

indicate economical development. 

3. no hazard of earth slides on site or adjacent. 

4. no project shall be built on acres having special flood 

hazards. 

Related statutes. 

1. shall comply with: 

a. National Environment Policy Act. 

b. Clean Air Act. 

c. Federal Water Pollution Control Act. 

d. Coastal Zone Management. 

2. must meet noise abatement and control criteria. 

3. require compliance with Title II, or III of the Uniform 

Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 

Policies Act of 1970. 

Historical preservation-consideration on the effect on any 

district, site, building, structure, or object included in the 

National Register of Historical Places. 
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H. Suitable and safe access to site utilities. 

I. Sites from other public programs. 

1. site eligible under CDBG 

2. Urban Renewal Land 

3. other land belonging to public or quasi-public may be 

acquired by negotiations within the Fair Market Value upon 

written approval. 

J. Acquisition cost 

1. conspicuously expensive land within the site is not to be 

included. 

2. no improve site which include demolition. 

3. use only required land space. 
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Figure 20 vincinity map of San Antonio 86 
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San Antonio, a large metropolitan city, located in South Central 

Texas, has rolling hills to the north and gulf coastal plains to the south. 

A large winding creek runs through the city named the San Antonio 

River. 

The proposed site is located in the downtown area, overlooking the 

beautiful skyline, along both sides of the San Antonio River. The site 

lies within four boundary streets, Durango St., St. Mary's St., Nueva St. 

and Dwyer St. This area is more of a transition point between the 

central business district and the residential area to the south, known 

as the historic King William's District. 

The site is easily accessible by any of the major streets which 

are not far from any of the three major interstates, IH 10, IH 35, and IH 

37. These are only minutes away and can take one to any location 

around the city. Directly to the north of the site lies a new aqua marina 

just recently built to accomadate the "paseo del rio" boats. The river 
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Figure 21 Bird's view perspective of downtown San Antonio 
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Figure 22 Historic districts 89 



Figure 23 Surrounding King William's Historic District houses 
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boats stop there and are not allowed to continue into the residential 

zone. Also located north of the site is the Travel Lodge Hotel and 

several office buildings to the right. To the left of the hotel is the 

bexar county "the red" courthouse. Several law offices are also 

bordering the site on the east. A Spanish radio station (KCOR) is located 

on the right south corner of the site. 

This area has a different atmosphere than the rest of downtown. 

It is perceived as more private and has less hustle than other parts of 

downtown. Along the^"river corridor", old historic missions are located 

a few miles from each other. 

Therefore, this proposed site seems to be be ideal for this project. 

All the neccessary elements are present which can contribute to the 

successful outcome of this development, and incidently, no other site is 

more appropriate for this particular project. 
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Figure 24 
surrounding H.E.B. Grocery headquarter 92 



Figure 25 The typical mission with its Spanish Architecture 
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Figure 26 Nearby Bexar County" Red" Court House 
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Figure 28 Downtown map of San Antonio 
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Figure 29 Map showing important surrounding buildings 97 



Figure 30 site location 
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Figure 31 the site 
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Figure 32 Bird's view photo of the site 



Figure 33 photo of the site 
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Site Information 

Geographic: 

The project site lies in downtown San Antonio, 

Located in: 

Latitude 29 25' 15" North 

Longtitude 98 29' 25" West 

San Antonio is located in South Central Texas. The city slopes 

upward to the northwest to the Edward Plateau and the hill country. The 

terrain slopes downward to the southeast to the Gulf Coasts Plains. The 

site is along the San Antonio River and its elevation level is at the lowest. 

Therefore, certain measures must be taken to avoid any damage that may 

occur with a possible over flow of the river. 

Soil: 

The soils range from blackland clay and siltly loam on the plains to 

the thin limestone soils on the plateau. Soils associations are as follow: 

the general areas of downtown San Antonio consist of San Antonio-
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Crockett association: Deep clay loams and sandy loams with clayan. In the 

specific site which is along the San Antonio river the soils are 

Venus-Frio-Trinity association: Deep, calcareous soils on bottom lands 

and terraces. Therefore, building along this area is feasible and does not 

require intensive excavation. The soil is also very fertile and is capable 

of supporting a variety of plants that can be use for landscaping. 
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

GENERAL SOIL MAP 
BEXAR COUNTY, TEXAS 

1 0 1 2 3 4 S Mih 
U*d I I I I I 

SOIL ASSOCIATIONS 

Tarrant-Bracken association: Shallow and very shaiiow 
soils over limestone 

Crawford-Beur association: Moderately deep, stony soils 
Over limestone 

Austin-Tarrant asstAiation: Moderately deep and very shallow 
dayey soils over chalk and marl 

Houston Black-Houston association: Deep dayey soils over 
calcareous day and marl 

Lewisviile-Houston Black, terrace, association: Deep. 
calcareous clayey soils in old alluvium 

Venus-Frio-Trinity assodation: Deep, calcareous soils 
on bottom lands and terraces 

San Antonio-Crockett association: Deep clay loams and 
sandy loams with daypan 

Hockley-Webb-Crockett assodation: Deep (oamy sands and 
sandy loams over loam, sandy day, and interbedded sandstone 

Eufaula association: Deep Hrtt sands with loamy subsoil 

S«Otemb«t 1965 

Figure 35 Map siiowlng soil type and distribution 
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TEMPERATURE averages, highs and lows 

average high 

55° 65° 

57° 68° 

63° 75° 

68° 80° 

740 87° 

78° 90° 

83O 950 

740 87° 

67° 84° 

67° 84° 

48° 60° 

Month 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar 

Apr 

May 

Jun 

Jul 

Sep 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 

low 

40° 

450 

50° 

55° 

6OO 

65° 

70° 

60° 

50° 

40° 

350 
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Since San Antonio is situated on the edge the of the Gulf Coast 

Plains, a subtropical climate can be found in this city. Average 

temperature may range from as low as 55° in the to as high as 83° . 

Therefore the housing development must respond to the energy 

needs affected by the temperature changes. Outdoor spaces are 

appropriate because of the mild climate throughout most time of the 

year. These spaces should be able to provide shade to cool the area in 

the summer time and provide barriers from cold temperatures during 

the winter. 

PRECIPITATION 

rain: normal annual rainfall is 28" 

snow: mesurable amount of snowfall occurs once 3-5 years 

highest amount recorded is 12" in 1985. 

humidity: relative humidity average about 68% 

San Antonio is also bordered by semi-arid region to the west, yet 

with the heavy precipitation to the southwest, the annual rainfall 
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averages 28 inches. It is fairly well distributed throughout the year 

with only the heaviest rainfall occuring in May and September. Heavy 

rains and thunderstroms are common and may occur during any month of 

the year. Hail is not a major problem as it does not occur frequently 

and does not come with great intensities to cause any damage. Snow is 

also not so common, yet it does occur once every three to five years, 

with the most ever accumulated being 12" inches recorded in 1985. 

Relative humidity averages about about 80% during sunrise but is often 

reduce down to half by the evening. 

So to provide good usable outdoor spaces throughout the year, 

canopies or covered areas that can withstand snow loads up to a 

maximum of 12 inches and protection against other inclement weather 

is recommended. The humidity factor is not a main issue since it tends 

to evaporate quickly. 
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SUN ANGLES for latitude North 30°, solar time at 12:00 n 

Dec 21 

degrees 

Mar 21 

degrees 

Figure 37 Sun angles chart 

Fifty percent of possible sunshine during the winter can be seen in 

San Antonio with even more than 70% in summer. Skies are often clear, 

more than 40 percent of the time, but cloudy about 30 percent. Hence, 

the actual building should address and apply energy efficient concepts 

by using passive solar designs. In this manner, the building can take 

full advantage of the sun while cutting down on wasted energy. 

•j^mm 
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WIND DIRECTIONS 

Jan 

Feb 

Mar 

Apr 

May 

Jun 

NE 

NE 

NE 

SE 

SE 

SE 

^ 

^ 

^ 

0 
0 
0 

Jul 

Aug 

Sep 

Oct 

Nov 

Dec 

SE 

SE 

SE 

N 

N 

N 

0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 

Rgure 38 Wind direction chart 

During the winter months, northernly winds prevail, while winds 

from the Gulf of Mexico prevail during the summer. The average wind 

blows from the SE direction at an annual speed of 9 mph. 

In essence, the built environment should be enhanced by utilizing 

the breezes to provide pleasant, comfortable spaces. The building 

should include features which also protect against unwanted winter 

breezes. 
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The site location is within the central business district of 

downtown San Antonio but is also adjacent to residential zoning to the 

south. This property along with its surrounding is zoned are "B-4" which 

sets forth the following lot requirements: 

- no requirement for front, side or rear yard setbacks. 

- no requirement for heights or lot area 

- no minimum parking requirement 

The zoning "B-4" CBD is defined in section 42-75 of the San 

Antonio zoning ordinance. This district is composed of land and 

structures used to provide complements to all the retail goods and 

services required by the residents of the metropolitan area, the trade 

area, and certain wholesale and manufacturers. The CBD is located within 

the intersection of major throughfares and highways, surrounded by non 

residential and multifamily residential districts. Some regulations have 
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been imposed for this district to prevent congestion in the area. 

The CBD zoning "B-4" permits townhouses and apartments in the 

area with commercial retail space. This will allow residential 

development to be planned along with public facilities to help make a 

better use of the property. 

Figure 39 CBD zoning showing "b-4" area ^-^--- 113 
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San Antonio's building codes are in accordance to the Uniform 

Building Codes. The following codes are the basic requirements set by San 

Antonio. 

-Access for the physically handicaped 

Access must be provided by means of a ramp or an elevator for 

agress. Access to second level balconies and mezzanines may be by 

stairs only. 

-Ramps: 

The width of a ramp shall not be less than 44 inches and shall not 

exceed a slope of 10 %. 

-Exits: 

All floor levels require a minimum of two exits rather than an 

elevator and the maximum distance for any single point to the exits, 

exit passageway, or enclosed stairway shall not exceed 200 feet. 

-Exit doors: 

All doors use as exits shall open in the direction of travel. 

These doors must be operable without the use of a key or special 
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effort. The doors must be at least 3 feet by 6 feet- 8 inches and 

must be capable of having a 90 degrees swing. 

-Horizontal exits: 

Openings in walls which provid in a horizontal position shall be 

fire proptected by having an assembly of resistive materials rating 

not less than one and a half hours. This assembly must be able to 

maintain a self-closing environment. 

-Interior stairways: 

Stairways use in the interior of a building shall no less than 44 

inches in width. The rise is to be seven and a half maximum and the 

run shall be 10 inches minimum. 

•Exterior stairways: 

Stairways use in the exterior shall follow the same requirements 

as the interior with a construction of non-combustible materials. 

•Ventilation: 

A mechanical system that supplies ventilation is to provide a 

minimum of 5 cubic feet per minute of outside air with a 15 cubic 

feet total circulation. The system must be continuously operating. 
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•Fire-protection: 

Fire extinguishers are to be standard, automatic equipment. 

Standpipes are required at every floor level if a high rise. Wet 

standpipes may be provided instead of the complete automatic. 

-Fire-construction: 

Concrete Structure 

Exterior Walls 

Interior Walls 

Partitions 

Shaft Enclosures 

Floors 

Roofs 

Exterior Door and Windows 

Rating 

4 hours 

4 hours 

3 hours 

1 hour 

2 hours 

2 hours 

2 hours 

1 hour 

!i' !if 
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MECHANICAL 
- The most economical system should be considered. 

- The system should be capable of maintaining a comfortable 
temperature of 68° to 72° . 

- It should be efficient and accessible for repairs. 

- Individual controls should be provided for the residents 

- Ventilation should be not less than 4% of the floor area 

Ventilation 
Lobby 
Corridors 
Living Room 
Dining Room 
Bedroom 
Kitchen 
Baths 
Laundry 

Natural 
Opening 
Horizon 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

ventilation 
as 
tal 

%of 
Mechanical 
Air Changes 
oer Hour 
4 supply 
4 " 
10 
10 
10 
8 exhaust 
5 
5 
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ELECTRICAL 
- Electrical system distribution should be kept hidden, 

underground is considered appropriate but more expensive. 

- All equipment should be accessible for repairs. 

- Individual service panels and meters should be provided. 

- provide at least one outlet per wall space of ten feet. 

LIGHTING 
- Lighting should be provided for the entire project that is 

used during the night and for providing security. 

- All public and pedestrian areas; entrances, walks, steps and 
other areas require a minimum of 4 footcandles. 

- Parking and walkways require a minimum of 1 footcandle. 

- Direct glare for lighting should be sheilded. 

- Minimum artificial lighting for interior spaces: 
Lobbies 
Dining areas 
Corridors, stairs 
Storage 
Recreational areas 

20 
30 
20 
10 
30 

footcandles 
I I 

I I 

H 

n 
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STRUCTURAL 

- The structural system shall be in accordance to building 
codes and must meet the engineering criteria. 

- System must be sound and should be constructed in the most 
economical methods. 

- Building loads shall meet all of the psi requirements. 

- Wood framing is the most economical for housing and 
appropriate the the structural system. 

ACOUSTICS 

Sound Transmission between Living units should be 
minimized. 

Limitations for floors, ceilings, and partitions are as 
follows: 

Between living units or public corridors 45 STC. 

Living units to public space and service areas 50 STC. 
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LIVING UNITS 

Wood contruction with clap board siding, some stone base and 

zinc metal roof may be used to keep the cost down to a minimum and 

at the same time, keeping the same appearance as the the 

surrounding environment and historical houses. The major idea is to 

keep away from the typical concrete masonry units that have the 

tendency to be vandalized. Some units may have more stone. Other 

may have more wood construction depending on the level of cost for 

either low or moderate housing. The low income units may be 

constructed primarily out of wood however, maintaining the same 

architectural appeareance as the moderate units. 

COMMUNITY CENTER 

Structural steel may be the primary material construction used 

to allow for long spans if needed, and for any unusual design elements. 

Stone veneer is considered appropriate along with some wood 

contruction.. The roof may also may be done in zinc m^al to reinforce 

the continuity of the design theme. 
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space type 

1 bedroom unit 

2 bedroom unit 

3 bedroom unit 

4 bedroom unit 

community bidg 

center 

daycare 

laundromat 

number 

50 

50 

30 

20 

1 

1 

1 

office/lobby 1 

gross sq. ft. cost/sq. ft. total 

30,000 $ 34.54 $ 1,036,200 

40,000 34.54 1,381,600 

30,000 34.54 1,036,200 

24,000 34.54 828,960 

500 

800 

700 

1.200 

3,200 65.00 208,000 

151 127,200 $ 49.77 (avg.) $ 4,490,960 

Gross Building Cost = $ 4,490,960 
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A. Adjusted building Cost (.79) for San Antonio 

B. Fixed equipment (14% of A) 

C. Site development (20% of A) 

D. Total contruction costs 

E. Site Acquisition (land donation) 

F. Movable equipment (15% of A) 

G Professional fees (10% of D) 

H. Contingencies (10% of D) 

I. Adminstrative (2% of D) 

Total: (D-HE-HF-I-G-HH-HI) 

( based on 1987 costs) 

$ 3,547,858 

496,700 

709.572 

4,754,130 

- 0 -

532,179 

475,413 

475,413 

95.083 

$ 6,332,217 

\> 

projected project construction midpoint: 

Total 1987 cost 

1988 cost (-H9%) = (569,900) 

May 1, 1990 cost (11.25%) = (776,488) 

May 1, 1990. 

$6,332,217 

$6,902,117 

$7,678,605 

TOTAL REQUIRED BUDGET: $ 7,678,605. 
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projected revenues 

Low income 

20 1 bedroom 

20 2 

10 3 

20 4 

Moderate income 

30 1 bedroom 

30 2 

20 3 

$80 

$100 

$125 

$150 

Total 

$270 

$375 

$475 

Total 

$1,600 

$2,000 

$1,250 

$3,000 

$5,850/ mo. 

X 12 mo. 

$70,200.00 

$8,100 

$11,250 

$9,500 

$28,850/ mo 

X 12 mo. 

$346,200.00 

Total annual income $416,400.00 per year, an average of $3.35/sq. ft. 
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INITIAL PROJECT ANALYSIS 

BACK DOOR APPROACH ( proposed benefit) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Market rent/sq. ft./ yr 

Gross building area 

bIdg efficiency ratio 

gross leasable area 

potential gross income 

Gross income multiplier 

Total project value 

Project/bldg ratio 

BUILDING BUDGET 

Gross bIdg area 

BIdg area cost/sq. ft. 

(justified cost) 

$3.35 

127,200 

90% 

114,480 

$416,400 

18.4 

$7,678,605 

1.15 

$6,360,000 

127,200 

$50.00 

I 
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INITIAL PROJECT ANALYSIS 

FRONT DOOR APPROACH ( proposed cost) 

6. BIdg area cost/sq. ft. $50 

5. Gross Building Area 127,200 

4. 

3. 

2. 

1. 

BUILDING BUDGET 

Project/bldg ratio 

====================== 

Total project budget 

Gross income mutiplier 

Potential Gross income 

Gross leasable area 

Market rent/sq. ft./yr. 

(justified benefit) 

$6,360,000 

1.15 

============== 

$7,314,000 

18.4 yrs. 

$397,500 

114,480 

$3.47 
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In order to make this project more feasible, economically, a 

suggestion is made to allow both public and private to colloborate on 

the issues that have been discussed. While one covers certain aspects 

that the other can not, the other can concentrate on other issues. In 

fact, a mix of public and private development would, in essence, give an 

extra incentive for the non-profit developers to perform their best, 

providing the best possible alternatives. 

E 
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In order to acheive the goals which can battle poverty, a 

thorough study on what exactly caused or has kept the poor from breaking 

away is Important . Poverty is a state in which individuals are not 

capable of maintaining a decent standard of living. Most importantly, it 

is determined that the actual environment where poverty persists is 

lacking in considerations for better social integration, for establishing a 

community to be proud of, and for not providing the correct concepts 

which can help those of low income escape the threat of poverty. 

In the beginning, private organizations handled housing for the 

poor. Later government intervention set down rules and regulations that 

made the game a no-win situation. A private ownership in housing, 

however, which has no connections with the government seems to be 

appropriate because it allows a greater flexibility to design for the needs 

of the users. Also, by having a combination of both private and public 

development collaboration, a better outcome can be expected. While the 

private sector devotes their efforts in providing affordable housing that 
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is attractive, the public sector can bring in community facilities 

normally not provided by government housing. This attracts and 

encourages private developers to work together and design better 

architecture. 

Therefore, to provide a program broad enough to transform 

poverty into success, housing design must be considered, and child care 

must not be ignored. A reduction on residential segregation by income, 

race or age should be strongly discouraged, consumption of wasteful 

energy should be minimized; real choices about recreation and sociability 

must be maximized, and privacy in the dwelling units must still be 

retained. The American dream on housing can still be saved, by 

architecturally manipulating spaces, facilities, and operations within the 

building environment. Through architecture, lives can be shaped, and 

attitudes molded. 
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The client will be HABITAT FOR HUMANITY, a non-profit 

Christian organization that does both national work as well as work in 

developing countries. This organization is purely based on voluntary 

work and accepts financial contributions from public funds and private 

individuals. The city of San Antonio will also be involved to provide for 

public facilities and to see that the project is properly excecuted. 
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Figure 40 HABITAT FOR HUMANITY volunteer building homes 
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THE CULTURAL ENVIRON
MENT OF INSTITUTION
ALIZED HOUSING 

Leith Mailings 
Assistant Professor, Department 
of Anthropology 
Columbia University 

In this presentation I vlll briefly discuss the 
scope of anthropology and its relevance to public 
housing, and examine some of the studies that have 
attempted to explore the relationship between public 
housing and social structure. 

Cultural anthropology is the description and analy
sis of all forms of social life^ and includes the 
coiapariaon of past as uell as contemporary societies 
and cultures. Through the cross-cultural and diacbron-
Ic comparison of societies it provides a basis for 
the development of hypotheses concerning the origins 
and causes of mankind's diverse social structures. 
With this, it is possible to understand the emergence 
of particular social forms, and thus Illuminate the 
specific conditions responsible for the inequality, 
poverty, racial discrimination, and other such cul
tural features that seem to be characteristic of our 
form of urban life, and which clearly are related 
to the need for and implementation of public housing. 
Tracing the development of what we find to be social 
regularities (i.e., social laws) nay eventually give 
us a key to understanding the relationships between 
social contexts and consequent eooditlona. 

Anthropology approaches the study of societies 
"hollstlcally" in that all aspects of society and 
culture are held to be Interrelated and Interde
pendent, a view which enables the relationship be
tween house form and other elements of a social 
structure to be drown. Rapoport,! for example, has 
suggested that In a given culttu'e, house form is 
a consequence of an entire range of socio-cultural 
features such as kinship structtirsi the means of 
gaining a livelihood, social organization, and re
ligious beliefs. While in every culture the house 
fulfills the basic need for shelter, the particxilar 
type of building that occurs is Influenced ly the 
system of symbols and social relationships existing 
in a particular time period, characterized by a 
particular level of technology, and operating In a 
specific environment. That limits are placed upon 
house form by existing technology and available re
sources Is perhaps obvious, but the range and diver
sity of building types within a society are also a 
function of such things as the level of dichotoaiza-
tlon and differentiation between various aspects of 
life. Work, religion, and family life nay all be 

conducted within a single space, or in separate, 
specialized structures. The degree of class strati
fication within a society is also reflected in the 
diversity of its buildings; Individuals' houses may 
be hierarchically differentiated according to social 
rank, if such ranking exists. 

In small scale societies, characterized by a rela
tively low level of technology and essentially egal
itarian relations of production, the type and vari
ety of building forms may then be quite limited. 
Building in these kinds of societies is very often 
not highly specialized nor privately owned, and is 
a social process that may Involve a fairly large 
segment of the group In cooperative labor. With 
urbanization, of course, comes a greater degree 
of social specialization and a concomitant In
crease In the diversity of building types such 
that the functions of dally living tend to be housed 
In separate spaces and structures. People, progres
sively removed from the process of building, become 
consumers of biiilding only. 

It la Important to stress that technological fac
tors, while important, are not the sole detemlDants 
of house form. Within even rigid eavlronaentol and 
technological constraints, a variety of house 
forms is still possible. Those particular forms 
(or form) selected and developed by a culture will 
be relevant to that culture, and to its social 
organization, kinship patterns, and religion. The 
Dogon of Vest Africa have been noted by anthropol-
ogists^ for the close correspondence that exists 
between social organization, the symbolic order, 
building foriB, and village and land patterns. The 
Dogon house-compound responds to the technological 
and environmental constraints of the region, as 
do the houses of other groups, but is said to di
rectly and specifically STUboIlze the cosmologlcal 
principles of creation particular to the Dogon. 

Thm relationship between house form and kinship has 
been a special eoocem of anthropologists, who have 
hypothesized that house form may influence the type 
and character of kinship relations possible la a 
given social context. All over the world domestic 
activities take place in some sort of man-made 
architectural setting. The iapllelt assx»ption for 
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most forms of housing in the United States is that 
the nuclear family (i.e., a nala and female pair 
and their offspring) is the relevant domestic unit, 
and that the ideal form of housing la the single-
family, private house. I think that this emphasis 
on the nuclear family as the key social unit is ex
pressed in our public housing as well. However, 
anthropologists and sociologists have demonstrated 
that among such categories as the Euro-American 
ethnic working class,^ Afro-American communities,^ 
and the English working class,3 the relevant unit 
for many activities is some segment of the ex
tended family. Evidence has indicated that the nu
clear family is not necessarily the "natural" fam
ily form. In many areas of the world, it has been 
found that larger groupings are often more impor
tant than the nuclear unit for reproduction, child-
raising, enculturation, and the economic function
ing of the household. In urban societies, extended 
family networks exist at different points in the 
stratification structure, and certainly exist among 
working class and minority populations, where they 
are often necessary for the survival of the group. 

In her book All Our Kin, anthropologist Carol Stack 
studied a group of lower-strata Afro-Americans liv
ing in a Midwestern city, who were subject to high 
levels of '.memploynent as a result of job discrimi
nation. These people were living in one- and two-
family dwellings that had been subdivided into very 
soall apartments with the severe overcrowding char
acteristic of slums. Stack's perspective was to 
highlight the adaptive strategies employed hy the 
group to survive the conditions of externally im
posed poverty. In so doing, she came to regard the 
traditional view of the family as Inadequate and 
irrelevant, and redefined "family" as the "smallest 
organized durable network of kin and non-kin who 
daily interact to provide for the domestic needs of 
children and to insure their survival." 

I became poignantly aware of the alliances 
of individuals trading and exchanging 
goods, resources, and the care of children. 
The intensity of their acts of domestic 
cooperation and the exchange of goods and 
services among these persons, both kin and 
non-kin,.,Their social and economic lives 
were so entwined that not to repay an ex
change meant that someone else's child 
would not eat. People would tell me: "lou 
have to have help from anybody and every
body," and "The poorer you are the more 
likely you are to pay back,"6 

The vehicle of gift exchange was in fact the way 
in which people were able to survive a marginal, 
crisis-prone situation, and this applied to child 
care and fostering as well: that a child be raised 
for periods of time by different people, depending 
upon circumstances, was not unusual. Stack found 
that this kind of constant exchange operated with
in a large-scale network which generally charac
terized the community, and which took place over a 
fairly wide pl^sical area. 

I think that it is reasonable to suggest that the 
nuclear family as the lain unit for domestic func
tions is much more characteristic of the middle 
class than lower or upper strata. But what becomes 
important is that the nuclear family, particularly 
as reflected in housing, is in fact the dominant 
ideology in this country. The single-family house 
has become a very pervasive symbol for what every
one wants to achieve and attain, and is linked to 
the image of the independent nuclear family standing 
apart within its own, fenced-off space. 

Margaret Mead, among others, has cited the recipro
cal relationships that exist between housing form 
and other aspects of the social structure: 

Houses do a great deal more than house 
people; they channel human relationships, 
give structure to the cognitive develop
ment of children, pattern age and sex re
lationships, establish hierfiurchical or 
egalitarian forms of behavior, permit or 
constrain freedom of choice, perpetuate 
the past cr prefigure the future.7 

But while housing must be examined in light of its 
relationship to the larger social structure, such 
an inclusive formulation tends to obscure the is
sue. Housing patterns reflect kinship relations and 
influence what kinship relations will be, and I 
think that this is particularly true with respect 
to public housing in the United States. But they 
also reflect the more basic structural relation
ships that exist In a given society. 

Most of the social science studies concerning pub
lic housing have drawn negative conclusions about 
its effect on social relationships among tenants. 
One of the most famous of these was conducted by 
Lee Rainwater, a sociologist who applied the an
thropological method of participant observation in 
an investigation of the Pruitt-Igoe project In St, 
Louis.8 Originally Intended to be segregated only 
by building, Pruitt-Igoe became inhabited primarily 
by Afro-Americans drawn from slum areas of the city 
undergoing "renewal." Physically, the housing was 
plagued with design problems, and at the peak of 
its operation had the highest vacancy rate of any 
public building complex in the country. It eventu
ally became necessary to raze the project. 

Rainwater analyzed the social relations that ex
isted among the project's tenants, conscious of 
the fact that many of these people came from 
neighborhoods where networks of reciprocity and 
gift exchange had operated. Rainwater found that 
reciprocity was still maintained among the ten
ants of Pruitt-Igoe, but he also found a second, 
exploitative pattern of relationships which, he 
suggested, tended to dominate.9 Despite past ex
periences in their old neighborhoods, the resi
dents of Pruitt-Igoe exhibited caution and distrust 

with each other, a pattern which, according to 
Rainwater, even incliided kin, for the closer the 
relationship, the greater was the possibility for 
exploitation: 

Given these dangerous potentialities in 
their relationships with relatives and 
friends, Prultt-Igoons draw a number of 
conclusions as guides to survival in their 
milieu. In addition to being on guard when 
one communicates with others, no matter 
how close, he tries not to count on others 
for much, not to expect others to live up 
to their putative responsibilities as rel
atives or friends. Instead, one expects to 
manipulate others to get what he wants. 
And this manipulation, of course, rein
forces the generalized mistniat each has 
of the other.10 

Rainwater concluded that even over a long period 
of time, relatively few durable relationships de
veloped among Pruitt-Igoe's Inhabitants, a phenome
non that in part was due to the number, complexity, 
and unworkabillty of housing authority regulations; 
residents frequently voiced a fear of Involvement 
with neighbors lest they be reported to the author
ity for some infraction of the rules. 

Gerald Suttles reported similar findings for a 
housing project on the Vest Side of Chicago which 
was largely inhabited by Afro-Americans.11 (In 
examining the ecological adaptation of various 
ethnic groups within the city, Suttles found that 
Afro-Americana generally lived in public housing, 
while other ethnic groups were housed by the pri
vate market.) The particular project had a number 
of desirable architectural features: none of its 
buildings rose above four stories; each entrance 
was used by four to eight families, which maxi
mized neighborly contact and limited any sense of 
anonymity; and there were no elevators, no roofs 
hidden from ground level view, no unprotected 
stairwells, and few of the trouble spots and "no 
man's land" areas characteristic of much high-rise 
housing. 

However, Suttles suggested that the Afro-American 
tenant group suffered disadvantages from living 
In the project despite its physical amenities, 
especially when compared to other, privately 
housed ethnic groups in the neighborhood and city. 
Suttles found that the restrictions and uniformity 
imposed upon project famlliea limited the extent 
to which they could express their individuality 
and manage the impression they made upon others; 
prevented them from housing friends or relatives 
for extended periods of time; and made them hesi
tant to accumulate furniture and other goods that 
might indicate excessive allowable Income and re
sult in eviction, Suttles claiaed that because 
project residents could not open storefront shops 
and businesses in their buildings, they were un
able to engage In the'entrepreneurial enterprises 
that characterized the nobility of other groups. 

Importantly, Suttlea found that the public housing 
environment also liioited the degree to which or
ganization and ijwilgenous leadership coxild develop 
within the group. The tronoience of the tenant pop
ulation wrought by the moxlaum Income regulations 
alone hampered the growth of community ties and 
participation, as did the fact that friends and 
kin from old neighborhoods could not settle near 
each other. But the housing authority Intervened 
on another, more direct level by maintaining spies 
within the project, which fomented a. sense of dis
trust and estrangement among the residents, and 
successfully created the strong fear that any ef
fective political organixatlon would be subverted 
by transfer or eviction. Suttles suggested that 
while other ethnic groups were able to develop 
such features as stable adult groups, who perhaps 
had been living in the neighborhood for genera
tions, the publicly housed Afro-Aaericans were not. 

Studies performed outside of the United States 
tend to document similar problems. After con
ducting a study in Syracuse which indicated that 
high-rise public housing destroys the coopera
tion and sense of community frequently existing 
in slums, Helen Safa examined a situation in 
Son Juan, Puerto Rico, in which the population of 
a shanty town moved into a public housing project 
and underwent significant changes in social organ
ization. ̂ 2 

Safa noted that life in the shanty town was 
characterized by a strict division of labor with
in the extended networks of friends and kin. The 
male sphere of responsibility included the upkeep 
and repair of the house; the economic support of 
the family; mediating between the community and 
the family, and acting as family spokesman in 
official dealings; and taking an active role in 
the maintenance of order and dlscipliJie within the 
neighborhood. The manageaent and general organi
zation of the household, which included child-
care and the preparation of food, was the respon-
Blbility of the woman, functions which were car
ried out with the aid of female members of her 
extended family. 

This social organization, based on reciprocal kin
ship and neighborhood bonds, was disrupted by the 
move to public housing. Traditional patterns of 
cooperotion no longer functioned as people grew 
distrustful and cautioua with each other—again, 
for fear of being reported to the housing authority 
for rule infraction. Sofa also discovered that life 
in the project subverted the traditional basis of 
male authority within the family, and so enforced 
a tendency toward matrlfocallty. The houaing 
authority rather than the male was now responsi
ble for the maintenance of the house; since the 
woman was usually home during the working day. It 
uas she who now became family spokesDan vis a vis 
the housing project's management (which also tended 
to be female). Other formal authorities and regu
lations replaced the male in the control of neigh
borhood affairs, rlnollj, Safa asserted that the 
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rules and regulations placed upon tenants by the 
housing authority served to discourage residents 
from increasing their earning capacity, and en-
siired the dependency of the poor on government. 

Bryce-Laporte'8 (1972) study of a different public 
housing project in San Juan essentially substan
tiates Sofa's findings.13 Interviewing the mass 
of older adolescents who seemed neither to be in 
school nor employed, he fotmd that the most common 
reason given for their unemployment [-or nonre-
porting of income) was to prevent the eviction of 
their families for having siirpassed the maximum 
allowable Income, He concluded that urban reloca
tion in public housing not only deprived people 
of many of the traditional, adaptive means of over
coming obstacles, but also promoted a negative 
attitude toward activities believed necessary for 
socioeconomic advance. 

Vhile these studies cite the negative aspects of 
public housing, that public housing Is undesirable 
is not a tenable conclusion. Safa, for example, 
Is careful to point out that in spite of social 
problems, people wish to move into public housing 
in order to have decent living facilities. Peattie 
Indicates that, despite drawbacks, public housing 
has provided low-Income families with facilities 
superior to those in privately owned sltim housing.14. 
The long waiting list for public housing in New York 
City is only one indication of the desperate need 
low-income people have for decent living environ
ments. It is obvious that public housing must not 
be abandoned, but Improved. One strategy for acccm-
pliahing this was suggested by the recent United 
Hations Conference on Human Settlements, "Habitat," 
which advocated that shelter be considered not B 
charity, but a basic human right.15 Such a notion 
holds great implications for public housing, open
ing the way to a recognition of the needs of low-
income tenants; the implementation of resident-
oriented innovations in physical deslgn;l6 and the 
participation of tenants in the control and manage
ment of their housing projects.1? 

The primary contribution of anthropology, however, 
is to enable us to examine the problems of public 
housing hollstlcally, in relation to other aspects 
of the social structure. Many of these issues can 
not be separated from the basic problem of social 
stratification. The lack of Afro-American entre-
preneurship raised ty Suttles, for example, is not 
primarily a result of public housing, but directly 
related to the structure of racial and economic 
discrimination; the tendency toward matrifftcality 
described by Safo and the inability of tenants 
to increase their earning capacity as described 
by all of the investigators is surely relevant to 
the problem of un- and underemployment; the pre
ference for the standards and quality offered by 
public housing has much to do with the mechanics 
of slum housing and the real estate industry. 
Housing is not a basic cause with respect to these 
problems, but is rather a mediating influence. 
However, these studies do demonstrate that social 

characteristics derive from social context, and 
are not Inherent to the inhabitants of public 
housing. 

At its inception, public housing was predicated 
on the belief that an open mobility system existed 
which coTild be used by the poor if certain aspects 
of their life, such as housing, were aided and 
improved. Public housing was a temporary shelter 
from the slxims, a way station to the middle class 
where the poor might acquire new, better traits and 
habits. It has since been argued persuasively that 
poverty is not a result of cultxu-al characteris
tics Inherent to the poor, but rather that poverty 
is basic to the functioning of our social and eco
nomic systems.13 As Rainwater notes. It has become 
clear that public housing has not made a signifi
cant difference in the life of the contemporary 
poor with respect to their level of poverty. 

In this sense, public housing is similar to other 
"poverty programs" which assume that poverty can 
be eliminated simply by altering some aspect of 
the life of the poor, and which fail to eliminate 
poverty because its fundamental, systematic causes 
are ignored. The blame for failure is then often 
placed on the poor themselves, who are represented 
as having cultural characteristics that resist im
provement. This philosophy has been systematized 
through "culture of poverty" theories originally 
formulated by Oscar Lewis,19 which suggest that 
the poor have a certain way of life, featuring 
such things as matriarchy, apathy, disorganization, 
and machismo, which is passed down from generation 
to generation, so creating and reinforcing the con
dition of poverty. So too, when public housing 
fails to alleviate the characteristics of poverty, 
problems that derive from the public housing sys
tem itself, as well as from the larger social or
der, are blamed on tenants. 

Public housing cannot be considered independently 
of other aspects of a social structure that allows 
for vast inequities. However crucial public housing 
Is in meeting the needs of a sizeable portion of 
our population, clearly, it alone cannot solve the 
problems of poverty. 
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DOCUMENTATION 

This documentation includes the design processes throughout the 

course. The first preliminary focused primarily on the site design and 

was mostly concerned with land zoning and layout. Land usuage and its 

appropriateness was considered to be the most significant aspect in 

approaching this type of project. Other important features studied were 

the density of the units per acre and its relationship to its 

surroundings, including basic site planning and development along with 

mass and form studies. Utilities and other services were integrated 

with the site design which proved to be most efficient not only in terms 

of function but in aesthetics. In addition to this areas, the main design 

and comprehensive plan had to reinforce the main concept for this 

thesis. In order to handle a project of this magnitude, a reduction of the 

area was needed. Therefore, this changed the number of units to be 

developed for the modified site. The carpeted and individually designed 

units using contemporary colors had to be attractive enough atleast 

symbolically, to bring in a middle class market, but at the same time 

economically affordable for the few in the lower income bracket. This 

was the next step to approached. 
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The second preliminary was more in depth in the areas discussed in I 

the first preliminary. Same topics of land zoning and site planning were • j 

elaborated upon. Other topics include sun or ientat ion, cl imate and ; \ 

views to and f rom the si te. Circulat ion and spat ia l adjacencies were I [ 

next in the process. Other issues such as actual building character and i 1; 
i ^ 

form were developed including every unit layout and spatial i;; 

organizations for both indoors and out to meet the users needs. These 

needs again, were not only those which are commonly addressed in such 

program but needs that are considered basic according to Maslow's 

hierarchy. These needs are those of privacy, security, and identity. The 

main concern here was the development of such an environment that was 

safe and one that inhibited crime through some preventive measures 

such as good lighting throughout the site, defensiveable spaces and 

spatial layout which can afford natural surveillance. 

It was during this preliminary that a main focus was in the process 

of being developed. At this time site planning was considered important 

but a development of a building in more detail, one that showed the 

technical aspects, had to be explored for this project. This led to the 

final conclusive design which tried to pull all the concepts together. 
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The final design is a wrap up all the ideations developed in the 

preliminaries. At this time the main focus was determined to be a 

community center which would provide places for gathering and meeting 

people which reinforces the thesis altogether. This center in conjuction 

with public development had to respond to not only the residents of the 

community but also to outside visitors and clients coming to the retail 

areas of the community. The character and design for this center was 

similar to the housing units except while the units used wood siding, 

the center required a different material. Colored stucco was considered 

appropriate in providing a different texture. This went along with some 

stone masonry which was also used throughout the site. The same type 

of metal roof was used for this facility to tie in to the rest of the 

development. Some of the spaces provided for in the center include a 

swimming pool, a racquetball court, indoor/outdoor hot tub, a sauna, a 

gym, a laundry mat which included areas for pool tables and video 

games, adjacent to this a deli shop, and other retail spaces offered for 

lease on the second level. The daycare center was deleted because 

another near by center just opened. All these activity spaces however 

are likely to provide opportunities for maximun social interaction. 
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EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVE 

INTERIOR PERSPECTIVE DETAIL 
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